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The low-lying electronic states of Si; and Si, were studied using both photoelectron
spectroscopy and threshold photodetachment spectroscopy of Si; . Our measurements show
that the ground state of Si, is the X 32; state and that the X 32; -D 3Hu splitting is
D 311u, a ‘A,, b ‘II,
0.083 + 0.010 eV. Additional spectroscopic constants for the X3X;,
and c ‘Z: states of Si, were also determined. For Si; , the first two electronic states were
identified as: *lItl ( T, = 0, r, = 2.207 + 0.005 A, and Y = 533 + 5 cm- ’ ) and “2,+ (T,
= 0.025 f 0.010 eV, r, = 2.116 f 0.005 A, and Y = 528 + 10 cm- ’ ). The electron affinity
for Si, was found to be 2.176 + 0.002 eV. Our results provide definitive orderings and
splittings for the low-lying electronic states in both Si, and Si; .

INTRODUCTION
The spectroscopy of elemental clusters has become the
focus of much experimental and theoretical research in re:ent years. I4 A primary goal of these studies is to determine
how chemical bonding in a cluster evolves as the number of
atoms is varied. A full understanding of bonding in a cluster
requires the characterization not only of its ground electronic state, but also of its low-lying excited electronic states.
This is a formidable challenge due to the likely presence of a
large number of low-lying electronic states in a many-atom
cluster.“-* As a first step towards understanding the nature
of electronic states in larger clusters, we report here the results of two types of photodetachment experiments on Si,
which yield a detailed picture of the low-lying electronic
states of Si, as well as the lowest two electronic states of Si; .
The electronic structure of Si, is complex. It has three
low-lying molecular orbital configurations: (3p)a’, (3~) <,
cridu and ti,7rz. The two triplet and four singlet states arising from these configurations are shown in Fig. 1. Ab initio
calculations predict theX “2; ( dgdu ) to be the ground state
and the D 311u(ail)
state to lie only 20-100 meV
abovee9-14
this
interval
is
very sensitive to the level of the
9
calculation. The a ‘Ag, b ‘II,, and c ‘I;: singlet states are
predicted to lie between 0.4-0.9 eV above the ground state,
with the d ‘Xc,+ state slightly higher (1.1-1.5 eV). Experimentally, electronic transitions originating from the X ‘2;
and D 311u states have been observed by several investigators,‘5*‘6 but transitions between the two states have not
been seen. The only previous experimental value of the D-X
splitting, 53 f 15 meV, was obtained from the Si; photoelectron spectroscopy work of Ellison and co-workers.‘7
Within the singlet manifold, absorption bands originating
from the c ‘“8’ state have been observed,” and an emission
band due to the d ‘X,+-b ‘IIu transition has been seen.”
However, prior to the work reported here, the u ‘A, state
‘) NSF Predoctoral Fellow.
b’NSF Presidential Young Investigator and Alfred P. Sloan Fellow.
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had not been observed, the energy of the c ‘Xl state relative
to the other low-lying singlet states was not known, and the
energy of the entire manifold of singlet states relative to the
triplet manifold had not been determined.
The silicon dimer anion Si; also has two low-lying electronic states: the “Cp+ state from the ag$, configuration and
the *IIu state from the d,du configuration. Ab initio calculations predict these states to be nearly degenerate.*“*’ If we
assume that the ground electronic state Si; results from
adding one electron to the LUMO of the X 3C, state of the
Si, (the P~ molecular orbital), we would expect the *II” to
be the ground state. Again, the only prior experimental
probe of this splitting is Ellison’s Si; photoelectron spectrum; ” from his analysis, he concluded that the ‘IIu state is
the ground state and the *8,+--*IIu splitting is 117 + 16
meV.
In order to sort out the electronic states in Si; and Si,,
we have studied Si; using two forms of photodetachment
spectroscopy: fixed-frequency photoelectron spectroscopy
and threshold photodetachment spectroscopy. Negative ion
photodetachment is a powerful method for studying clusters22-26since one can easily mass-select the species of interest prior to spectroscopic investigation. In addition, since the
selection rules for photodetachment are different from those
of optical spectroscopy, one can probe electronic states that
are “dark” (forbidden) in emission or absorption experiments.27 In particular, all of the Si, electronic states in Fig. 1
are accessible from either the *II,, or ‘Z,+ states of Si; . The
combination of the two experiments is quite powerful. Although the energy resolution of the threshold photodetachment spectrometer is considerably higher than that of the
photoelectron spectrometer, not all of the allowed photodetachment transitions are observed in the threshold spectrometer (see below).
The two experiments have enabled us to determine the
energies of the six Si, electronic states in Fig. 1, as well as the
splitting between the two low-lying electronic states of the
anion. We find that the X ‘XL and 211ustates are indeed the
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FIG. 2. Detection schemes for the fixed frequency photoelectron spectrometer and the threshold photodetachment spectrometer.
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FIG. 1. The six low-lying electronic states resulting from the three possible
valence orbital configurations of Si,.

ground states of Si, and Si;, respectively. The D 311uX32; interval in Si, is 83 f 10 meV, and the *2,+-Q,
interval in Si; is 24 f 10 meV. In addition, we determined
spectroscopic constants (vibrational frequencies, bond
lengths and spin orbit splittings) for both the triplet and
singlet states of Si,, as well as for the ‘2,+ and *II,, states of
Si; .

EXPERIMENT
Two instruments were used in this study: a time-offlight (TOF) photoelectron spectrometer*’ and a threshold
photodetachment spectrometer.29 In both instruments, Si;
anions are generated by laser vaporization. The anions are
mass selected in a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The anion of interest is subsequently photodetached and the resulting photoelectrons are detected using one of the schemes
illustrated in Fig. 2 and described in more detail below.
The silicon negative ion clusters in both spectrometers
are generated with a laser vaporization/pulsed molecular
beam source.3o The output of a XeCl excimer laser (308 nm,
5-I 5 mJ/pulse) is focused onto the surface of a rotating and
translating silicon rod. The resulting plasma is entrained in a
pulse of He from a pulsed solenoid valve (0.05 cm diameter
orifice), and expanded through a “clustering channel” into
the source vacuum chamber. This arrangement produces
negative ions in sufficient quantity directly; no further
means of attaching electrons to neutral clusters is needed.
In the photoelectron spectrometer, a Wiley-McLaren
time-of-flight mass spectrometer is used for mass separa-

tion.3’ The anions are extracted from the source region by
applying a pulsed 100 V/cm field perpendicular to the molecular beam axis. The anions are accelerated to 1000 eV,
and the ions separated into bunches according to mass as
they traverse a 140 cm flight tube. In the threshold photodetachment spectrometer, the cluster beam passes through a 2
mm skimmer into a lower pressure, differentially pumped
region before any acceleration occurs. The anions are accelerated to 1000 eV and mass selected using a time-of-flight
mass spectrometer based on Bakker’s design.32 Based on the
observed “hot bands” (see below), the anions produced in
the threshold spectrometer source were colder than in the
photoelectron spectrometer source. This may have resulted
from not applying any acceleration fields in the relatively
high pressure source region in the threshold spectrometer,
but may also be due to slightly different source operating
conditions used in the two instruments.
In the photoelectron spectrometer, the mass-selected
Si; anions are photodetached with a fixed-frequency pulsed
laser. A small fraction ( 10m4 of the ejected photoelectrons
are collected at the end of a 100 cm field-free flight tube and
are energy-analyzed by time of flight. The electron kinetic
energy distribution yields the transition energies between the
anion and neutral (Fig. 2, top). The energy resolution of this
instrument is 8 meV (64 cm - ’ ) for electrons with 0.65 eV
kinetic energy and degrades as (KE).3’2 This is sufficient to
resolve vibrational features in the photoelectron spectrum.
The spectra here were obtained with the third harmonic of a
Nd:YAG laser at 355 nm, 20 Hz repetition rate and each
spectrum was signal averaged for 80 000 laser shots. Spectra
were obtained at two polarization angles, 8 = 0” and 90”,
where f3 is the angle between the electric vector of the laser
light and the direction of electron detection.
In the threshold photodetachment spectrometer, Si;
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was photodetached using an excimer-pumped tunable dye
laser operating at 50 Hz. Only those photoelectrons with
nearly zero kinetic energy are collected (Fig. 2, bottom). In
principle, this yields the same information as photoelectron
spectroscopy. However, the energy resolution is considerably higher. This particular threshold electron detection
scheme was developed by Miiller-Dethlefs
er al. for neutral
photoionization. 33 Our implementation of this to threshold
photodetachment of anions has been described previously.29
Gantefor et a1.34 have recently used threshold photodetachment to study Au;. The resolution of our instrument is 3
cm-’ at best, but for optimum signal to noise, the threshold
spectra in this work were obtained at an estimated resolution
of 15 cm - ’. At this resolution, we observe spin-orbit fine
structure in addition to vibrational structure, but individual
rotational transitions are not resolved.
The threshold spectra were signal averaged for 1000 laser shots at each laser frequency. In order to probe the spectral region of interest (435 to 595 nm), four different laser
dyes were used: Coumarin 440 (423-460 nm), Coumarin
460 (W80
nm), Coumarin 540 (530-580 nm), and Rhodamine 6G ( 580-600 nm) .

RESULTS
Our photoelectron spectra obtained at 355 nm
(hv = 3.49 eV) and 8 = 0” and 90” are presented in Figs. 3
and 4.35 The electron kinetic energy (eKE) is related to the
internal (vibrational + electronic) energy of the anion
E’ - ) and the neutral E”’ by

where EA is the electron affinity of the neutral ground state.
Peaks A-F are in the same energy range as the peaks seen by
Ellison17 and correspond to transitions to the triplet states of
Si,, while peaks G-L are due to transitions to higher lying
singlet states.
Figures 3 and 4 show that varying the laser polarization
changes the peak intensities in different ways. Peaks D and E
are more intense at 0 = 0” than at 90”, peaks B, C, and F are
relatively insensitive to the laser polarization, while peaks d

and e are not evident in the 0 = 0” spectrum. The singlet
band also shows three types of peaks. Peaks G, H and J have
maximum intensity at 8 = 0”, I and K are most intense at
f3 = 90”, and peak L has the same intensity in both polarizations. In Ellison’s spectrum a lower photon energy was used
(2.54 eV) and thus only four peaks (A-D) were observed.
In addition, the D, d doublet in Fig. 4 was not resolved.
The threshold photodetachment spectra are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. Several of the peaks in the photoelectron spectra appear as multiple peaks in the higher resolution threshold spectra. In the spectrum of Fig. 5, peak B becomes a
doublet (B,,B,), while peak C splits into C, and C, along
with additional weak peaks labeled cl and ci . In addition,
peak d appears as three intense transitions (d,,d,,d,) and a
small peak c,; peak e also becomes a triplet ( e1,e2,e3). Peaks
D and E in the photoelectron spectra are absent from the
threshold spectrum. The significance of this observation will
be discussed below.
Similar effects are observed for the singlet band. Peaks
G and H become doublets at higher resolution peak J remains a single peak, and peaks I and K are absent from the
threshold spectrum. The peak positions for all the spectra
are listed in Table I. In all the threshold spectra, the peak
widths are about 40 cm- ’ (5 meV). This is most likely a
combination of instrumental resolution and broadening
from unresolved rotational transitions.
DISCUSSION
In many small molecule photoelectron spectra, it is
straightforward to distinguish transitions between different
electronic states of the anion and neutral from vibrational
progressions within a given electronic band.36 However, the
predicted spacings between several of the Si, and Si; lowlying electronic states are comparable to the known and calculated vibrational frequencies, most of which are around
500 cm - ’ (60 meV). Thus, the key to understanding the
Si; photoelectron spectra and threshold photodetachment
spectra is to be able to sort out the overlapping electronic
transitions and vibrational progressions in these spectra.
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FIG. 3. Photoelectron spectrum of Si; at 355 nm (3.49 eV), with laser

FIG. 4. Photoelectron spectrum of Si; at 355 nm (3.49 eV), with laser
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TABLE I. Peak positions and assignments for the photoelectron and
threshold photodetachment spectra of Si; . Peaks appearing only in the
photoelectron spectra are marked with an asterisk (*) and their energy uncertainty is + 0.010 eV. The energy uncertainty of all other peaks in the
table is + 0.001 eV.
Peak
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FIG. 5. Threshold photodetachment spectrum of Si; showing the X “L;
-‘II, andD ‘II, - ‘Z,+ neutral-anion electronic transitions. In the simulated spectrum shown, the peak widths were set at 0.005 eV (40 c m - ’ ).
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The polarization dependence of the peaks in a photoelectron spectrum37 provides a means of distinguishing electronic from vibrational transitions. As described in the Results, the sets of peaks (B, C, F), (d, e), and (D, E) in the
triplet region of the photoelectron spectra each have different angular distributions with respect to the electric field
vector of the laser, suggesting that each set is due to a different neutral +- anion electronic transition. The spacing between peaks d and e is identical to that between D and E (64
meV or 5 16 cm - ’ ), implying that each pair is a vibrational
progression in the same electronic state of neutral Si,. Similarly, in the singlet region, peaks (G,H,J), peaks (I,K), and
peak L apparently arise from three different electronic transitions.
We now consider the transitions between Si; and Si,
electronic states that could contribute to the triplet region of
the spectra. The experimental values of r,, the equilibrium
bond length, and w,, the harmonic vibrational frequency,
are 2.246 A and 5 11 cm - 1 for the Si, X 3C; state and 2.155

I

I
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I
I

FIG. 6. The threshold photodetachment spectrum of Si; showing the
=‘A,- %, and b ‘Ii, - ‘I,+ neutral-anion electronic transitions.

e3
E*
F*
G,
G,
HI
H*
M,

M*
I
i
J*
K*
L*

2.052
2.095
2.109
2.161
2.169
2.176
2.185
2.225
2.235
2.242
2.250
2.259
2.301
2.309
2.316
2.323
2.335
2.598
2.611
2.658
2.672
2.715
2.724
2.745
2.812
2.753
2.789
2.825

3H,(u’=O)+‘n,(u”=2)
3B,(u’=O)+2n,,,(o”=
1)
3z,(u’=o)-TI),2(u”=
1)
~H,(u’=O)+~n,,,(u”=o,
TI,(U’=O)+*~8f(U~=
1)
“I;; (u’ = 0) -2n,,2 (UP = 0)
“II”(U’ = 0) +28g+ (u” = 1)
32; (u’ = 1) +?II,,* (u” = 0)
TI,(u’=o)+‘B;(u”
=O)
‘rI,(u’=O,+‘C,i(u”
=O)
‘II<>(U’= 0) +%gt (u” = 0)
Tl o.,.z(0’ = 0) -T4,2.,,2 w = 0)

Q,(u’= i)+*2,+

(u”=o)

An,(u*= I) -‘~g+ (u” = 0)
YIo(u’= i)+5q+(~~=o)
‘Ho.,.2 (0’ = 1) -zn,,*.,,2 (u” = 0)
?
‘A,(u’=O)+
2n,,2 (u” = 0)
‘A,(u’=O)+
?n.,,z (u” = 0)
‘A,(u’=
l)- %,,* CUM = 0)
‘A,(u’=
1)~ Q,,, (UV = 0)
‘A,(~‘=2)+~n,,,(u*=o)
‘A,(u’= 2)~ TI,,* (0” = 0)
In, (0’ = 0) +%gf (u* = 0)
in.(u’=
i)+*x,+(~“=o)
.,,* CUM = 0)
In, (u’ = 0) +zn,,2
‘z,+ (0 = 0) -‘X&T (u” = 0)
?

A, 539 cm-’ for the D 311U state.‘s*38 Calculations by
Bauschlicher’ yield a D 311,-X ‘C; gap of 440 + 100 cm- ’
(55 + 12 meV). Other calculations by Bruna” and
McLean’* predict splittings of 20 and 130 meV, respectively.
In spite of the numerical disagreement surrounding this triplet gap, the consensus among theoreticians is that the X 32;
state is the ground state of the neutral dimer.
In a recent calculation by Raghavachari and Rohlfing*’
on Si; , r, and w, were found to be 2.124 A and 579 cm - ’
for the ‘Z,+ state and 2.202 A, 539 cm - ’ for the *II, state.
They also found the *II” state to lie 43 meV below the ‘2:
state. However, as was the case in an earlier calculation by
Bruna,” the splitting and even the ordering of these states is
uncertain.
In Fig. 7, we have drawn an energy level diagram for the
first two electronic states of the neutral and anion dimer. The
ordering of the levels is based on the above ab initio results.
In a typical photoelectron spectrum one only observes transitions between anion and neutral electronic states which
involve removal of one electron (one-electron transitions).
According to this rule, three of the four possible transitions
among these states are allowed; only the X 3X; -‘X8+ transition is forbidden. The three allowed transitions are labeled
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tion. Peaks D and E are separated by 5 16 f 60 cm - ’ in the
photoelectron spectra, which is characteristic of a vibrational frequency in either Si, or Si; . The ab initio calculations
discussed above predict a relatively small bond length
change upon photodetachment, so the considerably greater
intensity of peak D indicates it is the u’= 0 c U” = 0 vibrational transition associated with the electronic transition
[R] , while E is the 1-O vibrational transition.
We can now assign the peaks that appear in the threshold photodetachment spectra. Consider peaks d and e in the
spectrum of Fig. 5. At the higher resolution in this spectrum,
both peaks appear as triplets, with the peaks in each triplet
evenly spaced by about 64 + 10 cm - ’. This compares well
with the experimentally determined 71.6 cm - ’ splitting between the 31’12,311,, 3110spin-orbit components (listed in

order of ascendingenergy) of the 311Uelectronic state.” This
triplet pattern is expected for the D 311U+- ‘Xl

neutral c an-

ion transition, (the spin-rotation splitting in the ‘X8+ will

where 1 is the orbital angular momentum of the detached
electron. For s-wave (I = 0) detachment, the cross section
goesas (E-Eth)“’
and is therefore quite large just above
the threshold energy. However, for I>1 (p-wave higher),
a(E) is very small just above &, . In our threshold photodetachment spectrometer, only those photoelectrons produced
afew cm-’ above a neutral 6 anion transition are collected.
Thus, only transitions that proceed via s-wave detachment
are observed.
Reed et aL4’ have shown that one can predict if s-wave
photodetachment can occur based on the symmetry of the
molecular orbital in the anion from which photodetachment
occurs. For Si;, which has D,, symmetry, photodetachment from a P,, orbital can go by an s-wave near threshold,
whereas+wave photodetachment from a ag orbital is forbidden and only detachment via higher partial waves (I) 1) can
occur. Figure 7 shows that the electronic transitions [S] and
[T] involve the removal of a ?T, electron and can therefore
undergo s-wave photodetachment. On the other hand, in
transition [RI, a as electron is ejected and s-wave detachment cannot occur. Hence, the absence of peaks D and E in
the threshold photodetachment spectrum means they are

not be resolved in our spectra) and peaks d and e are assigned to this electronic transition ( [T] in Fig. 7). The di-ei
separation is 530 + 10 cm- ‘, and, based on the much
greater intensity of d, peaks d and e are assigned to the 0 + 0
and 1~ 0 vibrational transitions associated with [T] .
Peaks B and C each appear as doublets split by 122 + 10
cm-’ in Fig. 5. The only unassigned neutral c anion transition in Fig. 7 is [S], the X 32; c ‘II* transition. This transition should yield doublets separated by the spin-orbit splitting between the 2113,2 and 211,,2 levels of the anion. We
therefore assign peaks B and C to this transition and the
observed 122 cm - ’ interval to the spin-orbit splitting in the
anion ‘IIU state. Based on the ordering of the 31Jrl levels of
Si,, the 2113,2level should be lower in energy. Peaks B, are a
factor of 15 less intense than Ci , so we assign peak C to the
0 c 0 vibrational transition and peak B to the u’= 0 c U” = 1
hot band transition. This yields a vibrational frequency of
539 + 10 cm- ’ for the anion ‘IIU state. The electron affinity
of Si, is given by the energy of peak C,, 2.176 + 0.002 eV.
There are several additional small peaks in Fig. 5 that
we can assign. Peak c2 lies 5 16 cm - ’ above peak C,. This is
very close to the vibrational frequency of the X 32; state of
Si, (Y = 509 cm - ’ ), and peak c2 is therefore assigned to the
x5,
(u’= l)+ 2II,,2 (u” = 0) transition. The partially
resolved peaks c; and c; lie 528 cm - ’ to the red of peaks d,
and d, and are separated by the same interval. Peaks c; and
c; are therefore assigned to the D 3JJu (u’ = 0) -‘Xc
(u” = 1) hot band transition, yielding vol = 528 + 10
cm - ’ for the anion ‘2: state.
In is now clear that the energy level diagram of Fig. 7 is
qualitatively correct. From our assignment, we conclude
that the 311,-32; gap in Si, is 83 + 10 meV (669 & 80
cm - ’ ) which is higher than Bauschlicher’s prediction’ but
lower than in McLean’s calculation.” For the anion, the ‘II.
state is established as the ground state and the 22,+-211U
splitting is only 25 f 10 meV (202 + 80 cm- ’ ). This is
somewhat smaller than the values calculated by Bruna” and
Raghavachari.”
The discussion so far has centered on peak positions. We
obtain additional information from the peak intensities,

due to the electronic transition [RI, the D 311u+ ‘17, transi-

namely, the bond lengths in the anion electronic states and

[RI,
[S], [T] corresponding
to the D311, +-‘IIU,
X3X; t211U and D’lI,+- ‘Xg+ transitions, respectively,
where we have maintained the same notation used by Ellison.” Thus, Fig. 7 explains why three overlapping electronic
transitions occur in the triplet region of the photoelectron
spectrum. However, a unique identification of the peaks in
the spectra with the three allowed transitions requires additional information obtained from the threshold photodetachment spectra.
The first point to consider is the reason why peaks D and
E are absent from the threshold photodetachment spectra.
The energy dependence of the photodetachment cross section near the threshold energy E,, for an neutraltanion
transition is described by Wigner’s law,39
a(E)

cc (E - Eth )I + I”,
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the anion vibrational temperature. This is possible because
the bond lengths and frequencies for both the X 32; and
D 311Uneutral states are known and the frequencies for the
two anion states have been determined by our experiment.
Consider first the D 3LI,, + 22 g+ transition. Peaks e, , d, , and
q are nominally the 1 + 0,O + 0, and 0 +- 1 vibrational transitions associated with this electronic transition. In the absence of overlapping vibrational transitions, the ei/d, intensity ratio is proportional to the ratio of Franck-Condon
factors for the 1 c 0 and 0 c 0 transitions, one could therefore
extract the bond length in the anion “8: state from the ei/di
ratio (assuming harmonic potentials throughout), and then
obtain the anion vibrational temperature form the c:/d, ratio.
In practice, some iteration is required in carrying out
this procedure because the 2+ 1 and 1 + 1 sequence bands
overlap the 1 +O and 0+-O transitions. Thus, in simulations
of the spectrum, the ei/di intensity ratio also depends on the
assumed value of the anion vibrational temperature. In addition, peaks cl and c; are only partially resolved, so it is difficult to accurately determine their intensities. Our analysis
yields a bond length of 2.116 + 0.005 A for the anion ‘Z,t
state and an approximate vibrational temperature of 500 K.
A similar analysis of the X ‘E; +- ‘fIU transition, using the
known bond length of the X 3E; state and the c,/C, intensity ratio gives r, = 2.207 + 0.005 A for the *II,, state. This
value of r, along with a vibrational temperature of 500 K
yields reasonable intensities for peaks B, and B,. Our geometries for both ‘2: and the 211Ustates agree very well with ab
initio results on Si; .” Figure 5 shows a simulation of the
triplet band which includes all of the results discussed above.
From the Cl/C2 (and B’/B,) ratio, we determine the
211l/2 7‘II,,, population ratio to be l/2, yielding a “spinorbit temperature” of 125 K. .Assuming the detachment
cross sections out of the two spin-orbit states are the same,
this result indicates that cooling of the spin-orbit states is
more efficient than vibrational cooling in the cluster beam.
This is a reasonable result as the energy interval is smaller for
the spin-orbit states. All anion and neutral spectroscopic
constants determined are summarized in Tables II and III.
The anion properties determined from the analysis of
the triplet band enable the assignment of the higher energy
transitions to the singlet states of Si,. Figure 8 shows the oneelectron transitions that can occur between the two anion
electronic states and the a ‘Ag, b ‘I&, c ‘EB+, and d ‘Xg+
states of Si,. In Fig. 10, we assume the dominant configuration for the c ‘I,+ state to be the closed shell 7~: configuration and that for the d ‘2: state to be the <tit open shell
configuration
(see below).
Only the a ‘A, c211U,

TABLE II. Spectroscopic constants for the first two electronic states ofSi; .
Si; State

2x+
Tf”

v(cm-‘)
10
528*
533 * 5

r,(A)

2.116+0.005
2.207 f 0.005

A(cm-‘)

T,(eV)

...
0.025 0.010
- 122 f 5
f0

TABLE III. Spectroscopic constants for the first five electronic states of Si,.
Si; state

x ‘2;
D “n,
a ‘As

b 9,
c ‘&’

v(cm-’ )
509+10
536 * 5
486 f 10
540 + 10
365”

r,(A)
2.246
2.115
2.290 + 0.010
2.160 f 0.005
2.16-2.31”

A(cm-’

)

...
- 64 f 10
...
‘..
.*.

T, (eV)
0.083
0.435
0.593
0.637

0
&
f
f
+

.OlO
.OOl
.OlO
.OlO

* References 18 and 19.

bill,-‘2:, and d “2: c *II, neutral + anion transitions
can occur by s-wave detachment and be observed in the
threshold spectra. However, the d ‘2: state is predicted to
lie above the energy range of both photodetachment spectra “,‘2

In all transitions to singlet states of the neutral, any
doublet peaks observed in the threshold spectrum must represent transitions from the ‘II” state of the anion. We therefore assign the three equally spaced doublets between 480
and 454 nm in Fig. 6 to a vibrational progression in the
a ‘A,+- ‘IIU electronic transition. The spacing between the
doublets, 480 +_ 10 cm - ’, is the vibrational frequency of the
a ‘Ag state, while the splitting within each doublet is identical to the spin-orbit splitting in the anion ‘II” state determined from the triplet transitions. The u’= 0+-u” = 0 and

d’I;+ g
c *g
b’I-I,

1 I
Si2

a h,

D 31-Iu
x %,

zcg

(Ii)

(K)
Si,

2n”
FIG. 8. Energy level diagram showing the electronic transitions between
the ‘Et and 211uelectronic states ofSi; and the singlet electronic states of
Si,. The peaks in the spectra that correspond to each transition are shown in
parentheses. The transition to the d ‘X8+ state was not observed.
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1 c 0 doublets correspond to peaks G and H, respectively, in
the photoelectron spectrum, while the smaller 2 -0 doublet
is not resolved in the photoelectron spectrum. This set of
peaks represents the most extended vibrational progression
seen in these spectra. Using the 2.207 A bond length for the
anion ‘II,, state determined earlier, a Franck-Condon simulation similar to the one described above yields a bond length
of 2.290 f 0.010 A for the a ‘A, state. This is the first time
the a ‘A, state has been experimentally observed.
The threshold spectrum also shows two peaks, I and i,
separated by 547 & 10 cm - ’ . The remaining s-wave transitionistheb’II,-’
Cz transition, and these two peaks are
assigned to the 0 +O and l-0 vibrational transitions associated with this electronic transition. Using our bond length
and vibrational frequency for the anion ‘Z,+ state, we determine R, = 2.160 + 0.005 .& for the b ‘II, state. This value
agrees well with the experimental value of Davis (2.16 AL);”
he also found vO, = 540 cm - i for the b state, which agrees
with our results. This supports our assignment of these peaks
as well as our bond length estimate for the anion ‘8: state.
Peaks J, K, and L appear in the photoelectron spectrum
but not the threshold spectrum and are most likely due topwave transitions. Peaks I and J are separated by only 20
meV, which corresponds to the anion ‘2,+ -*IIu splitting, so
peak J is assigned to the O-O peak of the b ‘Il, + ‘IIu transition. The transitions corresponding to peaks I and J involve
removal of a ru and os electron, respectively, from the anion
‘II, state and are therefore analogous to peaks D and d in the
triplet region. In accord with this, we note that the J/I and
D/d intensity ratios show similar dependence on the laser
polarization angle in the photoelectron spectra.
We next consider transitions to the c ‘Zz and d ‘Xl
states of Si,. Davis” found the d ‘X,+-b ‘II, splitting to be
4900 cm - ’ (0.608 eV), so transitions to the d ‘Xl state
would not appear in the 355 nm photoelectron spectrum
(the TOF analyzer transmission is poor for eKE < 0.3 eV).
Either peak K or L could be from a transition to the c ‘2:
state, however. The question of whether the dominant MO
configuration in the c ‘Xl state is (a) 7~: or (b) a2 ?ti has
been raised in the ab inifio studies of Bruna’ ’and McLean. I2
If(b) were the case, then the c ‘2: state would be accessible
by a one-electron transition only from the anion ‘II,, state,
and this can go by an s-wave. On the other hand, if rr: were
the dominant configuration, this state could be reached by a
one-electron transition from the anion ‘&+ state byp-wave
detachment. Peaks K and L are both absent in the threshold
spectrum, which indicates they are both from p-wave detachment transitions. Assuming either K or L is a transition
to the c ‘Xcg+ state, this implies that n-z is the dominant MO
configuration of the c ‘X8+ state, and that K or L is the
c ‘Lx*’ + ‘2,+ transition.
Note that peak F in the triplet band was not assigned to
any of the transitions in Fig. 7, and that it has the same
dependence on laser polarization angle as peak L. This suggests that peaks F and L are due to transitions to different
spin multiplets of the same Si, electronic state (F to the triplet, L to the singlet) and that peak K is the c ‘Zz +‘Zc
transition. This assignment is speculative, however, in that it
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is not clear what neutral c anion transition leads to peaks F
and L.
We conclude by comparing the silicon dimer to the isovalent C, and Sic molecules. Just as in the case of the silicon
dimer, a long standing controversy about the low-lying electronic states of C, was finally settled by Ballik and Ramsay,41 establishing the ’ Zz (ti,rz ) as the ground state, The
311uand ‘Z; states were found to lie 0.089 eV and 0.798 eV
above the ground state, respectively. It appears that C, is
small enough to allow the 7~orbitals to interact very strongly
leading to a ground state which maximizes rr bonding. In the
case of the Sic radical, Brazier et aL4* report a 0.558 eV
splitting between the X311, (ail)
ground state and the
A 38; ( dg ti’, ) first excited state, w.hile the ’2,+ was found to
be higher in energy than both of the triplet states. Thus, in
Sic, for which the bond length is greater than C2, the P
orbital interaction has weakened while the (Torbitals are becoming important in stabilizing the molecule. Extrapolating
from this trend, one expects g bonding to have an even
greater effect in the silicon dimer. Hence we expect the “C;
state to be the ground state, which agrees with the experimental results. The correlation of longer bond length with
more cr bonding holds for all the Si, and Si; electronic
states; the c? states (211,, X ‘C;, a ‘A,) have longer bond
lengths than the 0’ states (‘II,, D 311u, b ‘II,).

CONCLUSION
Using negative ion photoelectron spectroscopy and
threshold photodetachment, we have sorted out the low-lying electronic states in Si, and Si; . The complexity of the
electronic structure of this diatom indicates that the spectroscopy of larger Si clusters may be quite challenging.
Nonetheless, the combination of the two techniques used in
this work presents a promising approach to this problem.
We have already obtained vibrationally resolved photoelectron spectra of Si; and Sic 43 and of several carbon cluster
anions.44 Measurements of the threshold photodetachment
spectra of these clusters are in progress.
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